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G a m e s

What's New:
Virtual Events

Having hosted hundreds of Events, we are
constantly evolving and seeking innovative ways

to engage your teams. We firmly believe that
virtual events provide a powerful platform to

connect with globally dispersed teams.

D r i n k s F o o dD a n c e  
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https://www.kitty-party.de/virtual-events
https://www.kitty-party.de/virtual-events


Book Now

Book Now

Diwali Cooking for Teams with

Dancing Indian Chef

Festive Spiced Drinks with Dancing

Indian Chef | Team Event

Unlock the magic of the festive
season by uniting your team to craft
exquisite drinks infused with
fragrant spices! With our 'Festive
Spiced Drinks with Indian Dancing
Chef' experience, you can do just
that. Join us in Berlin for an offline
adventure or virtually from
anywhere in the world. Let the
excitement flow!

Get ready to light up your Diwali
celebrations with our extraordinary

Diwali cooking experience for
teams, hosted by the charismatic
Dancing Chef of Kitty Party. Dive
into the enchanting flavors of our

world-famous Butter Masala Curry,
adored by teams around the globe!
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https://www.kitty-party.de/products/interactive-team-building-games-berlin
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/experiences/2544967?viralityEntryPoint=2&s=76&unique_share_id=A332BEB9-BE44-4C1C-97CC-D5942A889E01&_branch_match_id=1226859220668326279&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA8soKSkottLXT0zKS9LLTdXPzTQoyq7I8PBwSQIAO9KDKhsAAAA%253D
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/experiences/1673254?viralityEntryPoint=2&s=76&unique_share_id=90719C7F-0E77-412C-85ED-B4CF0D90F3C9&_branch_match_id=1226859220668326279&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA8soKSkottLXT0zKS9LLTdWPNI1KMS3N8vBwSQIAoW011xsAAAA%253D
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/experiences/1673254?viralityEntryPoint=2&s=76&unique_share_id=90719C7F-0E77-412C-85ED-B4CF0D90F3C9&_branch_match_id=1226859220668326279&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA8soKSkottLXT0zKS9LLTdWPNI1KMS3N8vBwSQIAoW011xsAAAA%253D


Book Now

Book Now

Bollywood Trivia or Kitchen

Scavenger Hunt with Dancing Chef 

Christmas Spiced Drinks with

Dancing Indian Chef | Team Event

Get ready to craft drinks and forge
unforgettable bonds with your team

this Christmas season! Kitty Party
presents the 'Christmas Spiced

Drinks Making Experience with the
Dancing Indian Chef. Feel the magic

of the cold winter breeze and the
sound of Christmas carols.

Elevate your Diwali celebrations
with Kitty Party's 'Diwali Special-
Bollywood Trivia or Kitchen
Scavenger Hunt with Dancing Chef'
team-building experience. Engage
with colleagues in a spirited
Bollywood trivia challenge or
embark on a delightful kitchen
scavenger hunt, guided by our
Dancing Chef. 
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https://www.airbnb.co.uk/experiences/2265310?viralityEntryPoint=2&s=76&unique_share_id=E3A0D65B-FD62-4AD6-BC62-8FE609B7794A&_branch_match_id=1226859220668326279&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA8soKSkottLXT0zKS9LLTdXPcXfJdnHP9vBwSQIAnABb%252FxsAAAA%253D
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/experiences/2265310?viralityEntryPoint=2&s=76&unique_share_id=E3A0D65B-FD62-4AD6-BC62-8FE609B7794A&_branch_match_id=1226859220668326279&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA8soKSkottLXT0zKS9LLTdXPcXfJdnHP9vBwSQIAnABb%252FxsAAAA%253D
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/experiences/1673692
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/experiences/1673692


New & Unique: 

Book Now

Looking for a unique corporate event
like never before in Berlin? We bring

your teams the best of vibrant India by
designing unforgettable holiday and
year-end corporate parties with the
best caterers, bartenders, DJs and

decorators.

Indian Themed 

in 
 CORPORATE PARTIES

BERLIN
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https://www.kitty-party.de/virtual-events
https://www.kitty-party.de/virtual-events
https://www.kitty-party.de/indian-corporate-parties-company-events-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/indian-corporate-parties-company-events-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/virtual-events
https://www.kitty-party.de/virtual-events
https://www.kitty-party.de/virtual-events
https://www.kitty-party.de/virtual-events


Book Now

 Perfect 
Corporate
Gift Boxes

Elevate your team bonding experience with our premium corporate boxes, carefully
curated to perfection. Packed with a delightful array of handpicked and personalized
products, these boxes are being loved by numerous teams across Berlin especially
for the holiday season!
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https://www.kitty-party.de/products/corporate-snack-boxes-team-building-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/products/corporate-snack-boxes-team-building-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/products/corporate-snack-boxes-team-building-berlin


Teams love to make this!
The perfect spiced booze in your mug.

MULLED WINE
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A Perfect Present! 

Our Recipe Book 'Easy Recipes for Busy People' is now
available across all e-reading platforms, featuring an

exquisite collection of authentic food stories and a wide
variety of appetizing recipes. Dive in and discover more

delectable dishes!
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https://www.kitty-party.de/easy-recipes-for-busy-people
https://www.kitty-party.de/easy-recipes-for-busy-people
https://www.kitty-party.de/easy-recipes-for-busy-people
https://www.kitty-party.de/easy-recipes-for-busy-people
https://www.kitty-party.de/easy-recipes-for-busy-people
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My Take on
Masala Macroni

Oil - 1 ½ teaspoons

Red Onions (finely chopped) - ¼

cup

Tomatoes (diced) - ½ cup 

Fresh Ginger (minced) - ½

teaspoon 

Fresh Garlic (minced) - ½

teaspoon 

Green Chili (finely chopped) - ½,

small (optional)

Macaroni (cooked) - 1 cup

Soy Sauce - 1 teaspoon

Tomato Ketchup - 1 teaspoon

Fresh Coriander/Cilantro Leaves

(chopped) - 1 teaspoon

Salt - ⅛ teaspoon

Turmeric Powder - ⅛ teaspoon 

Red Chili Powder - ⅛ teaspoon

Garam Masala Powder - ⅛

teaspoon 

Black Pepper Powder - ⅛

teaspoon

Chaat Masala Powder - ⅛

teaspoon

Ingredients

                         or 

     Chives (chopped) - 1 teaspoon

Spices

A Pan

A Spatula

A Whisk

A Knife

Equipment

In a pan, heat oil on medium heat. 

Add chopped onions and sauté for 12

minutes. 

Stir in ginger and garlic and cook for 10

to 20 seconds. 

Add tomatoes and green chilies. Cook

for another 2 to 3 minutes or till the

tomatoes get mushy.

Add soy sauce and tomato ketchup,

then stir-fry for a 10 to 20 seconds.

Keep stirring to prevent burning. 

Turn the stove to its lowest heat setting

and add all the spices. Cook for an

additional minute.

Add cooked macaroni and continue

cooking for one minute. 

Turn off the heat and stir in the

chopped coriander/cilantro or chives.

Serve hot!

Steps
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

For more scrumptious beginner-friendly recipes

Get your Recipe Book!
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https://forms.gle/xKMK5pcqULJRzTkq9
https://www.kitty-party.de/easy-recipes-for-busy-people
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Recent Blogs

Why Bollywood Trivia is the
Ideal Virtual Team-Building

Event for Diwali Celebrations

Why virtual team-building
events are relevant in 2023

Kitty Party Is The Best Option
For Your Team-Building Events

In Berlin

Are Kitty Party Cooking
Workshops Fun and Unique?

Find Out Yourself!
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https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-kitty-party-is-the-best-option-for-your-team-building-events-in-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-kitty-party-is-the-best-option-for-your-team-building-events-in-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-bollywood-trivia-is-the-ideal-virtual-team-building-event-for-diwali-celebrations
https://www.kitty-party.de/blog/benefits-virtual-team-building-events-activities-parties
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/fun-unique-cooking-workshops-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-virtual-team-building-events-are-relevant-in-2023
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-virtual-team-building-events-are-relevant-in-2023
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-bollywood-trivia-is-the-ideal-virtual-team-building-event-for-diwali-celebrations
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/fun-unique-cooking-workshops-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blog
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-bollywood-trivia-is-the-ideal-virtual-team-building-event-for-diwali-celebrations
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-bollywood-trivia-is-the-ideal-virtual-team-building-event-for-diwali-celebrations
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-bollywood-trivia-is-the-ideal-virtual-team-building-event-for-diwali-celebrations
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-virtual-team-building-events-are-relevant-in-2023
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-virtual-team-building-events-are-relevant-in-2023
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-kitty-party-is-the-best-option-for-your-team-building-events-in-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-kitty-party-is-the-best-option-for-your-team-building-events-in-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/why-kitty-party-is-the-best-option-for-your-team-building-events-in-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/fun-unique-cooking-workshops-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/fun-unique-cooking-workshops-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/blogs/fun-unique-cooking-workshops-berlin


A tech giant & their
Partners Celebrated
Online Diwali with
Dancing Chef

 Case Studies

Read Here

Virtual
Event

8 Engaging Onsite
Team-Building
Games for A big
company in Berlin 

Read Here

Onsite
Event
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https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/online-diwali-celebrations-team-events-celebrations-teams-of-accenture
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/online-diwali-celebrations-team-events-celebrations-teams-of-accenture
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/online-diwali-celebrations-team-events-celebrations-teams-of-accenture
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/online-diwali-celebrations-team-events-celebrations-teams-of-accenture
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/virtual-holiday-corporate-events-parties-google
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/virtual-holiday-corporate-events-parties-google
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/themed-corporate-party-planning-berlin
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/online-diwali-celebrations-team-events-celebrations-teams-of-accenture
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/online-diwali-celebrations-team-events-celebrations-teams-of-accenture
https://www.kitty-party.de/case-studies/virtual-holiday-corporate-events-parties-google


Offline Event Review

What a great team bonding activity! Nistha brought
amazing energy and we were all laughing the whole time.
Also the drinks were incredible- my entire team asked for
the recipe to make again. It was a very special and fun
way to end the year as a team!

— Shannon,  Springer, USA 

Nistha catered for a meet-up that a colleague and I
hosted last month. The food was great, the service
was professional and the interactions were warm.

I would happily work with her again for future events.

— Rob, ON, Berlin, Germany

Y O U R  L O V E
F U E L S  U S

Virtual Event Review

EMAIL "KITTYPARTY23!" TODAY ON INFO@KITTYPARTY.DE 14
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Official
Youtube 
Channel

With the right team and numerous
projects in mind, we finally started
Kitty Party’s Official YouTube
channel. This channel will serve
as your window into our world,
providing insights into our events,
both virtual and onsite, along with
exclusive behind-the-scenes
content. You could also join us on
a virtual European adventure as
we periodically share highlights
from our escapades.
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https://www.youtube.com/@ChickpeaAndChocolate
https://www.youtube.com/@ChickpeaAndChocolate
https://www.youtube.com/@ChickpeaAndChocolate
https://www.youtube.com/@ChickpeaAndChocolate
https://www.youtube.com/@ChickpeaAndChocolate
https://www.youtube.com/@ChickpeaAndChocolate
https://www.youtube.com/@ChickpeaAndChocolate
https://www.youtube.com/@ChickpeaAndChocolate
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Unique Christmas Gift Ideas to Boost
Employee Morale and Productivity

The holiday season is a time of joy, celebration, and spreading love. What better
way to embrace the festive spirit than by showing appreciation to your team for
their hard work and dedication? We've curated a list of unique Christmas gift ideas
that will not only make your team members feel special but also cultivate a
stronger sense of unity.
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Gift your team the opportunity to enhance
their communication skills with Italki, Vinh
Yang, Lingoda, or Preply classes. Whether
they're interested in learning a new
language or perfecting their English, these
online language lessons can help team
members connect on a deeper level, break
down language barriers, and improve their
overall effectiveness at work.

Give your team the opportunity to explore
their interests and learn new skills with a
MasterClass subscription. From cooking
with Gordon Ramsay to writing with
Margaret Atwood, there's a MasterClass for
everyone. By investing in their personal
growth and development, you're not only
enriching their lives but also boosting their
creativity and problem-solving abilities in
the workplace.

In the world of tech-savvy professionals,
Apple products are highly sought after.
Surprise your team with an Apple Pencil,
Apple Keyboard, or Magic Mouse. These
sleek and innovative devices can
significantly enhance their productivity,
making tasks like note-taking, designing,
and presentations more efficient and
enjoyable.

1. Effective Communication
Workshops

2. Empower your Team with
Lifelong Learning 

3. The Ultimate Tech Trio

17

https://amzn.to/3kP5vEE
https://amzn.to/3kP5vEE
https://amzn.to/3kP5vEE
https://amzn.to/3kP5vEE


4. Self-care with Face
Masks

5. Elevate your Beauty
Sleep

6. Organize with To-Do
Lists and Post-Its

Self-care is essential, and what better way
to encourage it than by gifting your team a
selection of luxurious face masks from
brands like Lush, Lumene, Origins, and The
Body Shop? As they pamper themselves,
they'll also appreciate your thoughtful
gesture, which can enhance their overall
well-being and boost their morale at work.

To enhance the quality of sleep, consider
silk pillow covers. Not only do they promote
a peaceful slumber, but they also offer the
added benefit of beautiful, glowing skin.
These silky covers are gentle on the skin,
reduce the risk of wrinkles, and help
prevent hair breakage, ensuring your team
wakes up refreshed and ready to tackle
their day at work.

Gift your team members aesthetic to-do list
diaries and a selection of Post-It notes.
These tools will help them manage their
tasks efficiently and stay on top of their
work. The act of writing down goals and
ticking off completed tasks is not only
satisfying but also a proven way to boost
productivity.
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https://amzn.to/3wDxNVB
https://amzn.to/3wDxNVB
https://amzn.to/3kP5vEE
https://amzn.to/3kP5vEE
https://amzn.to/3kP5vEE
https://amzn.to/3kP5vEE


7. Subscription Delights

8. Relax and Rejeuvenate

These unique Christmas gift ideas will not
only bring joy to your team members but
also boost their morale and productivity,

making it a win-win for everyone.

Offer your team valuable subscriptions to
enhance their knowledge and skills. You can
consider subscriptions to YouTube
Premium, Harvard Business Review,
Grammarly, AI softwares, and more. These
subscriptions are valuable tools that can
help your team members expand their
horizons and acquire new skills.

Give the gift of relaxation and time with
massage and cleaning packages. A
massage or a clean, organized home can
provide a much-needed break and create a
sense of peace, allowing them to return to
work feeling refreshed and motivated.

19FOR YOUR NEXT VIRTUAL EVENT, EMAIL US WITH THE 20% DISCOUNT CODE: "KITTYPARTY23!"
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A few

words

with

Nistha
closely work with Kitty Party as a content writer and that stirred
up my curiosity about the creator behind Kitty Party.  This
interview is a unique opportunity for me to get answers to aI

myriad of questions I've had. It's a chance to dive into the essence of
Kitty Party and share these exciting insights with the readers.

1. How does Kitty Party embrace the festive season, and what makes
this time of year special for your company?

Nistha: The festive season ignites Kitty Party with boundless energy.
It's a time when everything transforms into a whirlwind of activity,
radiance, and exquisite decor. Whether hosting online or offline
events, their commitment to creating a magical ambiance never
wavers. They spare no effort in adorning setups and kitchens for
online gatherings, while corporate parties take a turn towards the
realm of presents. The demand for Christmas gift boxes skyrockets,
keeping their team joyfully occupied. Kitty Party revels in the festive
season, savoring the delight of both giving and receiving presents,
making it a truly magical time of the year.
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2. With Thanksgiving and Christmas approaching, philanthropy
often takes center stage. How does Kitty Party incorporate
charitable or community-focused aspects into its corporate
events during this season?

Nistha: That's a great question, and philanthropy is indeed high
on our agenda, especially during our offline events. We organize
events where teams come together to pack presents for the less
privileged, making it not just meaningful but also a lot of fun. If
our clients want to do something good for the society, we're
there to support. It's a thrill for all of us and incredibly
heartwarming.

3. You mentioned celebrating festivals from around the globe.
How does Kitty Party infuse the values and traditions of
different cultures into its events?

Nistha: Celebrating festivals from various cultures is indeed a
source of great joy for us. We take pride in incorporating the
values and traditions of different cultures into our events,
creating unique and enriching experiences for our clients,
tailored to reflect the cultural significance and values associated
with each festival.

4. What's your favorite festival, and why?

Nistha: Diwali holds a special place in my heart, and it's
undoubtedly my favorite festival. I also love celebrating
Christmas, although my birthday is my favourite day of the year
and I celebrate it like it's Diwali.
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6. What's your New Year's resolution for Kitty Party as you
look ahead to the coming year?

Nistha: My New Year's resolution for Kitty Party is to make it
even bigger. We've been enjoying our journey, but it's time to
grow and step out of our comfort zone sooner rather than later.
We're committed to expanding and reaching new heights in
the year ahead.

5.  As a company, what are the core values that you hold at
Kitty Party?

Nistha: The core values at Kitty Party revolve around love and
kindness, which are deeply important to me. We approach our
work with a lot of love, and it's a genuine passion for what we
do. Kindness is another fundamental value, and it's something I
was raised with. We expect our team to be kind to each other
and to our clients, even when faced with challenges. Finally,
we place a strong emphasis on attention to detail and
innovation. We continuously strive to improve and never allow
ourselves to become stagnant. Innovation is in our DNA, and
we're not afraid of trial and error. Giving up is never an option
for us.

— Penned by Nithisha Jain
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 rocksyou.photography
 Photographer

I was so curious getting to know
Nistha after she booked the shoot
with me. We had an exciting
combination of business and
glamour shoot. And Nistha did so
well in both: One moment she
was the self confident business
woman in front of my cam, the
other moment like a beautiful
princess. And oh, how I love her
laugh!
Nistha is talented in so many
ways, a really versatile power
woman and it was a pleasure for
me to work with her.

Fauzia Begum R,  Contributory
Sales & Web ResearcherThe festive season is always a

busy time at Kitty Party. I
personally love preparing for all
the festive events because it
really helps to set the right tone
for saying a fun filled goodbye to
the year and I get to create a
memorable experiences for
numerous teams and be a part of
the reason for someone’s smile. 

Farheen Fathima, Admin
& Tech Support

Working at Kitty Party feels
effortless. The team is incredibly
supportive. I am learning new skills,
growing personally and
professionally in a collaborative work
environment. So excited about future
possibilities.

Nithisha Jain, 
Contributory Content Writer

A Note from the Team

Yvonne Sophie,
Photographer

Just got lucky meeting Nistha for our
first Shooting.
There was sunshine, fun and good
pictures. 
The smile never left her face and
she's a professional!

I've found Kitty Party to be an
incredibly supportive workplace that
enables growth and positivity. Their
emphasis on pursuing excellence,
leveraging strengths, and embracing
passion has been an invaluable
lesson. I've also learned the power of
kindness and patience here.
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Vanshika Jain, 
Contributory Website Designer 

Thank you all for reading our festive issue. Thanks to
Prachit, who gracefully led the magazine design this time,
and the whole team that came together to contribute. I
am very grateful to have such a talented, hardworking,
and dedicated team. The power pose was from our shoot
with Yvonne, and this was my team's first choice for the
cover this time. I am so grateful to have worked on such a
creative project.

Working alongside Nistha and the
skilled Kitty Party team during the
festive season is an absolute delight.
The holiday season radiates with joy,
celebration, and love, and there is no
better backdrop for appreciating and
celebrating hardworking teams from all
over the world. The journey of
contributing towards crafting
exceptional festive experiences for
global teams has been a heartwarming
experience.

Nistha Trehun, Curator & Founder 

Working with the most creative,
helpful, and enjoyable team is a
continuing wonderful experience,
and I'm pleased to be a part of it. I
definitely learn a lot of new things
during the busy festive times at
Kitty Party. Kitty Party is quite
active throughout the holiday
season. It can be demanding and
stressful, but it also offers a
pleasant and educational work
atmosphere.

Prachit Agrawal, 
Graphic Designer & Video
Editor
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Don't wait for a new year; start your transformation now. Get
your hands on this goals sheet and reflect on the journey of
the past 12 months. Join countless others who are already
using it to plan for the future. Seize this opportunity to set
your intentions for the year ahead and witness the powerful
impact it can have on your life.

"Feel the Fear & Do It Anyways"
Printable Handout

Fill your goal sheet Fill Event Requirements
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https://www.kitty-party.de/
mailto:info.kittyparty@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/kittyparty_globalevents/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-kitty-party/
https://www.facebook.com/kittypartyspiceitup/

